During the Namibian border war, South African counterinsurgency doctrine acknowledged the importance of securing the allegiance and cooperation of the population. This article demonstrates that, in the operational zone, the responsibility of winning the hearts and minds of the Namibian people largely fell to the SADF (South African Defence Force). Although the SADF dedicated considerable resources to this task, these efforts were often at cross-purposes with those of institutions in the political, police and administrative domains. In addition, there was a lack of unity and purpose within the SADF. This article argues that lack of unity between and within the different domains undermined the effort at winning the hearts and minds of the Namibian population, and must at least partly have contributed to SWAPO´s victory in the 1989 elections.
Introduction
In devising appropriate responses to the challenges of the Namibian border war (1974) (1975) (1976) (1977) (1978) (1979) (1980) (1981) (1982) (1983) (1984) (1985) (1986) (1987) (1988) (1989) The writings by Fraser and McCuen were disseminated to military command and staff at the SADF training institutes and were a primary source of South African doctrine. population was further encouraged to cooperate by monetary rewards. A poster of the time lists the rewards as R5 000 for an RPG launcher, R2 000 for information leading to the capture of a SWAPO insurgent, R1 000 for a landmine, R500 for an AK47, R100 for a mortar bomb, R100 for a hand grenade and R100 for a jumping-jack antipersonnel mine. 10 Since regular troops could have come into contact with the local population while out on patrol, great effort was put into promoting a respectful attitude towards the population. Ethnologists were employed to educate troops on local family structures, living arrangements, agricultural activities and cultural traditions. Troops were advised on proper etiquette and were offered a phrase list, featuring questions such as, "Where is water?" and "Did strangers visit you?" 11 Propaganda efforts among the population, loosely known as "psychological action" or "psy-ops", were complicated by the fact that a large part of the population was illiterate and had no access to modern media such as television. Alternatives were the distribution of pamphlets with cartoon-like messages, sky-shout and ground-shout operations. 12 These were meant to discredit SWAPO, and convince the population of the SADF"s good intentions, as well as its military strength. This served a double objective of demoralising insurgents and preventing the population from joining them. 13 The SADF efforts at WHAM had uneven results. The purpose of WHAM, as stated in Department of Defence publications, points to two main objectives. The first was to obtain intelligence and deny the insurgents food, shelter and intelligence.
14 This indicates immediate military objectives. In Ovamboland, the quantity and quality of information received from the population got better towards the end of the war. 15 Indeed, the number of times that information supplied by civilians led to the capture or elimination of SWAPO insurgents, or to the capture of arms caches, rose from sixtyfour in 1983, to more than two thousand in 1987. 16 The second objective of WHAM was to cultivate a positive attitude towards the authorities. This was meant to make the population less susceptible to enemy propaganda and more receptive to psychological action by the SA authorities. 17 The underlying assumption thus was that civic and psychological action could effect a change in attitude and that it would indicate attempts to influence the ideological mindset of the population. Judging these efforts by the electoral results of 1989, they were largely unsuccessful in Ovamboland, a region that was never fully under South African control, since SWAPO was able to capture ninety-two per cent of the votes. By contrast, in regions that were securely under South African control, the results were better. In the Kavango and Caprivi regions, SWAPO captured fifty-two per cent and forty per cent of the vote respectively. 18 This article next explores the factors that may have been conducive or counterproductive to the extensive SADF efforts at winning hearts and minds of the Namibian population.
Lack of unity
South African doctrine acknowledged that the counterinsurgency in Namibia should be guided by unity of purpose and effort in and between all its domains. In practice, however, the various institutions involved were often at cross-purposes. Problems that confronted the South African military pertained to a lack of unity between the SADF on one side, and the political authorities, the administration and the police force on the other, as well as a lack of unity within the SADF.
The SADF and the politicians
Like any government embroiled in foreign military ventures, the South African authorities had to be extremely aware of domestic public opinion, and support for the Namibian war could not be taken for granted. 19 It was also recognised that success, or lack thereof, in Namibia would have had direct repercussions on the credibility of the South African authorities. In the first place, a SWAPO victory would have inspired domestic insurgent organisations, like the ANC, and might have influenced their future strategies. In the second place, it would have had a negative effect on the morale of the white South African population and it was thus imperative that the SADF retain their trust. 20 To this end, monthly themes were laid down that were to be disseminated through speeches and interviews by senior SADF officials and their wives. 21 These were reinforced through publications like Paratus. 22 The South
African public had to be convinced of the need for military intervention in Namibia, and Soviet expansionist aspirations were consistently presented as the threat. By this logic, the take-over of Namibia by a communist inspired regime would mean "Russians on the Orange river", and a consistent message was that domestic security necessitated a military intervention. 23 Similarly, SWAPO was consistently portrayed as "Marxist, anti-Christian, corrupt, unrepresentative and a minority of activists".
24
Western powers and organisations like the UN and the World Council of Churches, who objected to South Africa"s racial policies and continued occupation of Namibia, were portrayed as playing into the hands of the communists. 25 The indigenous Namibian population had to be convinced of the need for South Africa"s intervention as well. However, in the operational zone, the communist danger was not a cause that resonated with the people and an alternative had to be sought. 26 Fraser writes at length on the importance of establishing a cause that is more attractive than the insurgent cause. He states that a dilemma arises when the main cause of the insurgents is the overthrow of the current authorities, since a government cannot offer solutions that endanger its own position. Government must therefore offer internal autonomy or a variation of it, and insist on evolution in the calm of a peaceful situation. 27 In agreement with these principles, the South African cause focused on offering autonomous rule to Namibia"s ethnic groups, and the authorities had started the implementation of self-governing areas within Namibia. 28 Accordingly, Gen. Constand Viljoen stated that the South African cause was "selfdetermination within South Africa"s economically beneficial milieu" and "preservation of identity of all peoples of Namibia in one nation, without domination by the Ovambo majority". 29 Gen. Georg Meiring summarised South Africa"s cause as "We [the SADF] will handle security until you [the population] can make your own decisions." 30 However, compared to SWAPO"s message of freedom and independence, the South African cause was not attractive to the indigenous population. Indeed, the South African plan of ethnic autonomous territories was rejected by the population and the international community. Although, as early as 1975, the South African authorities had declared that Namibians would determine their own political and constitutional future, which in principle opened the door to independence, even though it was perceived to be independence on South African terms. 31 Fraser wrote that an attractive cause must be reinforced with reforms that address legitimate grievances, which may rest on a history of colonial exploitation. 32 However, the perceived threat of a communist-inspired regime in Namibia shaped the terms in which the conflict was articulated and could be discussed, that is as a revolutionary war instead of a national liberation or anti-colonial struggle. Political correctness dominated, and pointing out legitimate grievances of the population was akin to pointing a finger at the government or the departments that were not doing their job properly, and was not accepted. 33 Nevertheless, South Africa did implicitly acknowledge the role of grievances by addressing some of them, for instance by abolishing the contract labour system and apartheid laws, as well as instituting and supporting multi-ethnic political alliances. 34 The effect was limited, since the fundamental problem of being regarded as an illegitimate occupying foreign force was not overcome. 35 During cabinet briefings, Gen. Constand Viljoen warned that a political solution had to be found, since the military would not be able to hold out forever. 36 However, such a solution was not forthcoming and, according to Gen.
Viljoen, the foremost problem confronting the WHAM effort of the SADF was thus the political impotence of the National Party of South Africa. 37 
The SADF and the administration
McCuen insisted that before WHAM was implemented, the military had to destroy or neutralise the insurgent organisation and its influence on the population, and they also had to provide the population with effective and stable security in order to escape reprisals by the insurgents. Beyond that, Fraser recognised that WHAM was the responsibility of the administrative authorities, who had to establish contact with the population, impose and enforce control measures and win popular support through constructive work. Recognising that in operational areas civilian control is not always possible, McCuen wrote that, in such a situation, the military might have had to coordinate political, administrative, economic or military endeavours. 38 Normalisation, that is reinstituting services that may have been disrupted by the conflict, was the responsibility of the Namibian civil authorities, or the Administration, which were ultimately under South African government control. To talk about disruption of services in the operational zone of northern Namibia may not be quite accurate, since in fact community services "left much to be desired". 39 From the 1970s onwards, when it had been accepted that Namibia would eventually become independent, South Africa started the implementation of self-governing ethnic areas, and in 1985 of a transitional government. 40 Accordingly, the South African authorities launched efforts to prepare and train regional authorities and their administrative personnel for their bureaucratic responsibilities. In Ovamboland for instance, an Ovambo minister would be assisted by an appointed white Namibian or South African civil servant. However, this administrative support was inadequate and did not succeed in sufficiently developing the capabilities of local Namibian officials. There was little dedication to training people, and when perceiving a lack of ability, management capabilities or work ethic, the white civil servant opted to do the job himself. Being unfamiliar with counterinsurgency doctrine, white civil servants also lacked an understanding of the importance of providing good governance to a population in conflict situations. Finally, the white personnel who were sent to rural regions were not always "good quality". 41 As a consequence of these factors, whether lack of dedication, understanding or ability, the SADF became extensively involved in providing public services to the population in the operational zone. It was diplomatically stated that the local authorities who were responsible for community services could not meet the demand and therefore had approached the SADF for help. 42 Additional factors were that, since
Ovamboland remained a contested region throughout the war, conditions were not always safe for administrative personnel to work in. In addition, civil servants were not trained to extract information from the population, thus necessitating military involvement in any case. 43 Although the fledgling administration was often happy with the SADF"s assistance, these efforts were not unanimously well received, and at times this became a source of tension, since the SADF demonstrated the administration"s incompetence and administrative personnel felt that the SADF trespassed on their terrain. 44 Being aware of this problem, the SADF directed publications such as Paratus magazine to attribute successful development projects to the civil administration and to downplay SADF involvement, lest antagonism was created. 45 The SADF was thus in a difficult position. Although doctrine prescribed that after stabilisation the administration should take responsibility for the normalisation process, in practice the administration was not up to the task, which created a vacuum that SWAPO could step into. The SADF therefore had little choice but to become involved. There were unintended side-effects. Military involvement created a perception among the population that the civil authorities had no real aim of helping them. Even worse, the SADF became so effective at delivering services that they undermined the stature of the local administration, that is the native chief minister and his department. In the long term, this posed a serious problem. Since the population knew that it was the SADF, and not the administration, that delivered services, and since the SADF would be leaving upon independence, who were they to vote for in the eventual elections? 46 
The SADF and the police
The lack of unity that dogged the South African war effort in Namibia was nowhere more apparent than in the divisions between the SADF and the South African Police (SAP). According to Fraser and McCuen, responsibilities of the police force involved identifying, arresting and interrogating insurgent agents and rehabilitating those who could be won over for the government side. To detect and hunt down insurgents, McCuen advised the use of constant government patrols and highly mobile, specially trained strike forces. The authors emphasise the rule of minimum force and warn that repressive police (and military) action had to be avoided since they would have alienated the population. 47 McCuen"s tactics proved well suited to Namibian circumstances. While the army relied mainly on systematic patrolling of the countryside, 48 the SA Police unit Koevoet (crowbar) developed into a highly effective search-and-destroy unit. Koevoet"s mode of operation was well known to the local population. It included the destruction of crops, homes and sometimes a complete kraal, physical abuse and torture during interrogation. Particularly offensive was Koevoet"s customary way of lashing killed insurgents to the mudguards of their CASSPIRs. Conceivably, this may have undermined the SADF"s efforts at educating their troops on the importance of WHAM. While some soldiers were dismayed by Koevoet"s coercive methods, more often young troops were in awe of their Rambo-like style. 49 At the very minimum, troops were presented with the paradox that military doctrine expected them to treat the population with respect and sympathy, so that the people would withhold support from SWAPO and freely give up information, while on the ground they found Koevoet extracting information by force. 50 It was clear to the military command that Koevoet was committing atrocities, and that the army was tainted with the same brush. Even when reports about police misconduct were considered as exaggerations, it was the perception among the local population that mattered. The question is therefore why the problem was not addressed. In fact, in the Ovamboland sector, where Koevoet mainly operated, attempts by SADF commanders to have Koevoet removed were blocked by politicians. This decision to tolerate Koevoet was a result of give and take at the top level, where the South African Minister of Police and the Minister of Defence vied for influence and power; thus, the status quo was maintained. 51 The disjuncture between the SADF and SAP stemmed in particular from their differing approaches to the population. While the SADF focus was on establishing good relationships, Koevoet"s coercive tactics seriously compromised the SADF"s WHAM efforts.
Within the SADF
In response to the Namibian war, the SADF had to convert from a military force designed for conventional warfare, to one that could fight an insurgency. Part of this was that the SADF had to adopt the principle that support of the population was now the objective of a war that, according to doctrine, could not be won militarily. This represented a total change in culture, and one that was not easy to achieve. Lack of unity concerning WHAM can be partly ascribed to the difficulties this process of adaptation presented.
A point of difference within the military was the question whether the SADF should be involved in WHAM activities at all. Although this was a matter of necessity more than choice, as seen above, it was argued that it was unreasonable to hold basically untrained troops responsible for the implementation of WHAM, a task that properly belonged to non-military departments.
Another point of difference was on the priority of winning hearts and minds. Hard to shake was the preoccupation with kills, or "koppe". Body counts were routinely published as a measure of success of an operation, and commanders demonstrated their competence foremost by their effectiveness against the enemy insurgent, and only in the second place by establishing good relationships between the troops and the population. This focus was reinforced by a military culture in which the bulk of medals and badges were awarded to soldiers who got the kills. According to Lt Gen. Ian Gleeson "there was a school: if you"ve got them by the balls and so forth ... They were not worried about winning hearts and minds. They said: we are here to shoot, forget the rest." This attitude pertained especially to commanders who were temporarily brought in for big operations, but also to some commanders who were stationed in the operational zone itself. 53 Diverging opinions on the importance of good relations with the population translated into diverging opinions on policies and practices, These discordant views trickled down from top command level to the lower ranks. An example is the policy regarding treatment of prisoners. While one officer might make it clear that prisoners, including SWAPO prisoners, were to be treated well, another would remind the troops, "SWAPOs are not prisoners of war." 54 The influence on the lower ranks was thus harmful to the WHAM effort, since it was the corporals and lieutenants who led the patrols and represented the most frequent point of contact with the local population. At the troop level, furthermore, basic military training did not adequately prepare the troops for their role as ambassadors of South Africa"s good intentions. Initially, the focus was exclusively on tactical training, and only upon arrival in the operational zone was there some training on the importance of good relations with the population. In later years, these principles were incorporated into the basic training programme. Still, troops did not always take these principles very seriously and, although strictly forbidden, offences were committed against the population. 55 Punishment for transgressions was usually mild in order not to damage the morale of the troops. 56 This created resentment among the population who saw perpetrators of serious crimes getting off with light or suspended sentences.
At times, the imperative of winning popular support clashed with the goal of establishing security. McCuen had little guidance to offer in this regard. He advised that the military should not accept a "few neutral civilian casualties to get a few rebels," and adds that people immediately recognise and resent flagrant disregard of life and property. 57 However, he furthermore states that indirect coercion, in the form of curfews, control of movement, forbidden zones and resettlement of people and villages, must sometimes be used in order to break the insurgent grip on the population. 58 The so-called Jati strip along the Angolan border is an example of such an attempt, as kraals were forced to move away from a 1 km-wide cordon sanitaire. Although the Jati was presented as a valuable contribution to the safety of the population, the threat of being shot on sight created resentment among the local population who often had family living on the opposite side of the border. 59 Measures like dusk-to-dawn curfews and forbidden zones in the operational area thus created grievances among the population. 60 In Namibia, and especially in Ovamboland, the dilemma of having to win the support of the population, while at the same time establishing military control, impacted negatively on WHAM, since the inherited military culture tended to privilege military efforts that counter-balanced WHAM efforts.
Conclusion
Although the SADF dedicated considerable resources and men to the effort at winning hearts and minds in the Namibian conflict, their efforts were dogged by the lack of unity of purpose and effort between the political, administrative, military and police domains.
In the first place, the SADF could not rely on adequate political direction. The South African political authorities presented the Namibian conflict in terms that would ensure support of its domestic constituency, and did this by consistently framing the war in terms of a communist threat. As a result, underlying factors that contributed to the conflict were not acknowledged or addressed and the effort at winning hearts and minds was impeded by the lack of an alternative cause that would resonate with the population. This lack of a credible cause must be seen in comparison with SWAPO"s cause, namely its promise of complete freedom of South African interference and rule. In summary, South Africa"s own presence in Namibia was the fundamental issue under contest, and when SWAPO refused to settle the conflict on South African terms the political authorities were unable to provide an alternative solution.
The disunity between the SADF and the administration was largely caused by a lack of adequately trained civil servants, who were either indifferent to, or lacked understanding of the importance of winning popular support. Since the SADF took over these tasks, the legitimacy of the administration, that was meant to govern the country after the military left, was undermined by showing up the administration"s lack of ability in providing services to the population.
The deep disjuncture between the police and the SADF was rooted in differences on the most effective way of ensuring the population"s cooperation.
While the SADF hoped to win the people"s allegiance by persuasion, Koevoet relied on fear and coercion. Since the population viewed the police and the army as part of the same security forces, the actions of Koevoet affected the attitude of the population toward the South African authorities as a whole. This lack of a unified effort was not seriously addressed and remained a problem right to the end of the war.
As has been shown, the SADF was not without its internal divisions, which ranged from top level all the way down. Arising from the imperative that the SADF had to convert from a conventional military force to a counterinsurgency force, contested issues were the role of the SADF in WHAM, and how much priority WHAM should have in relation to military efforts. Especially in Ovamboland, the problem remained of having to establish military control of the region, which led to measures that alienated the population.
While lack of unity between the SADF and the civil authorities and administration was a problem in all sectors along the Angolan border, the divisions between the SADF and the police, as well as within the SADF, were especially problematic in Ovamboland. If the election results of 1989 are taken to reflect the allegiance of the population, this seems to bear out McCuen"s observation that efforts at WHAM were most effective in regions where military control had been fully established, although such a conclusion does not take into account that the Ovambo people represented SWAPO"s support base. Still, since lack of unity translated into situations where efforts at winning hearts and minds were undermined by actions that were counterproductive to this effort, it must at least partly have contributed to a SWAPO victory at the ballot box.
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